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Surviving Valentine’s Day
Paige Parks
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Don’t be afraid to ask- When on the hunt for a
stellar Valentine’s date, it is important not to
stray from tradition. If you want a date, actually ask
them. Don’t go full ‘Prom-posal’ style, but a thoughtful gesture will suffice. Even when dating, and a
Valentine’s date is inferred, ask them.
Be funny- The popular (yet slightly inappropriate) Twitter Valentines are perfect for the
jokester in all of us.
Food is a must- As any parody Twitter account
will tell you, food is the way to a girl’s (and obviously a boy’s) heart...
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Review of Superbowl Commercials
Miranda Campbell
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Scarlett Johansson’s commercial that redefines
soda was one that will not easily be forgotten. With her sassy appearance and bold looks, I’m
certain she changed many minds on the idea of
creating your own soda. Perhaps this new fad will
catch on with her familiar face at the forefront of the
campaign.
The Volkswagen was my favorite car commercial of the bunch. “When a Volkswagen reaches
100,000 miles, a German engineer gets his wings”.
Genius. The scene where there are giant wings
bursting from engineer’s backs was perfect.
The Go Daddy commercial was horrifying. A
flock of buff and meaty people swarming a tanning salon is a nightmare. It made for a great commercial, though. I definitely paid attention. Even if I
was distracted by my disgust...
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Project Grad is selling candy, senior gear
and coin jewelry Jan. 10-14 in the Cafeteria. Goodies will be delivered Friday.

Did you know?

You can find the rest of these stories, pictures and more online at

www.cphswolfpack.org
Add “Journalism Advanced: Newspaper” to your schedule to
become a part of the staff that brings you the semester
newspaper and monthly Toilet Times.
Answer to last month’s riddle (Name four days of the week that start with the letter T.):
Tuesday, Thursday, Today, Tomorrow

